
   

CANARY RIVERSIDE. PRIME CANARY WHARF £4,442 pcm 

 
***Available Mid February, 2019***  A ninth floor stunner! It is a rare and highly sought after 

apartment. Directly river facing its huge lounge 32ft x 17ft 3 dominates with a 270- degree 

panoramic view towards the London Eye directly at the crook of the river as the Thames sweeps 

down on its reach towards Greenwich.  

 

Light is certainly not even a consideration as a huge oval shaped bank of floor to ceiling windows 

leaves the unsuspecting residents blinded by the western falling rays. This apartment comes with 

two car parking spaces. 

 *Stunning three bedroom 

apartment 

 *Situated on the 9th floor 

 *2 Car Parking Spaces 

 *Panoramic River View 

 *Short walk into Cabot 

Square 

 

T: 020 7791 9830   E: admin@riverhabitat.co.uk   W: www.riverhabitat.co.uk 

 



 
  

   

Property Description 

Located in the most desirable location to Canary Wharf is a 

premiere development called Canary Riverside. A few minutes 

walk over the octagonally designed Westferry Circus gardens will 

place you at the doorsteps of banks such as Morgan Stanley and 

Credit Suisse First Boston.  

 

The residents of these properties have all of the comforts 

associated with top class, professional living. There are four 

blocks each named after a famous London Square: - Hanover, 

Berkeley, Eaton and Belgrave each with their own porter and 

marble floored lounge and waiting areas. Furthermore the 

infrastructure is unique with the Four Seasons Hotel and 

Restaurants, a premiere Virgin Gym with a divine pool 

overlooking the Thames and a number of name brand prestige 

restaurants such as the Gaucho Grill and Royal China.  

 

This particular property is on the 9th floor of Belgrave Court. It is 

a rare and highly sought after apartment. Directly river facing its 

huge lounge 32ft x 17ft 3  dominates with a 270- degree 

panoramic view towards the London Eye directly at the crook of 

the river as the Thames sweeps down on its reach towards 

Greenwich. Light is certainly not even a consideration as a huge 

oval shaped bank of floor to ceiling windows leaves the 

unsuspecting residents blinded by the western falling rays.  

 

The lucky tenant need not ever worry about making the right 

decision, as clearly this jewel will bring a sparkle in any one''s 

eye.  Comes with one parking space. 

 

 

LIVING ROOM  

32' 0" x 17' 3" (9.75m x 5.26m)  

 

 BEDROOM  

15' 9" x 12' 10" (4.8m x 3.91m) Includes En-suite 

 

BEDROOM TWO 

13' 7" x 11' 8" (4.14m x 3.56m) En-Suite Bathroom 

 

 

BEDROOM THREE 

13' 5" x 10' 8" (4.09m x 3.25m) En-Suite Bathroom 

 

 

 



 

  

  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Disclaimer 

River Habitat, their clients and any joint agents give notice that: 1. They have no authority to make or give any representations or warranties in relation to the 
property. These particulars do not form any part of an offer or contract and must not be relied upon as statements or representations of fact. 2. Any areas, 

measurements or distances are approximate. The text, photographs and plans are for guidance only and are not necessarily a complete representation of the 
property. Photographs are taken using a wide angle lens camera. 3. It should not be assumed that the property has all necessa ry planning, building 

regulations or other consents and River Habitat have not tested any serv ices, equipment or other facilities. Purchasers must satisfy themselves by 
inspection or otherwise 

 

655 Commercial Road, London, E14 7LW 


